
Not Paying Attention      

by Andrew James Paterson 

You drift. A bottle cast into the sea some years ago. Thrown upon the mercy of the waves and of 
capricious winds, bobbing, bobbing down all the days. There is a message there, unseen, unread, 
unconsidered. Thoughts come and go, habits formed, habits lost. Actions without prompting, pro-
cesses without oversight, repetition without review. 

You go on. You rise and wash, dress, have breakfast, in your preferred order. The strings are pulled, 
the puppet plays. You do your daily dance. As night draws on imperceptibly, the light goes, the sun 
sets. Another day. Another changeless day. Another day, but not unchanging.   

You change, you change, the favourite chair creaks and sags. You don’t notice. It always creaked?  
You sag, your body creaks. Your mind defies age for a time. The far corners shut their doors, shut-
ters close over shelves you’ve hardly used. You reach within and grasp, and you grip nothing. 

Each day a grain of you slips out of the egg of time. Each day events roll past like the undulations 
of the ocean. You do not see. Until one day you cannot see. 

They arrive from nowhere, unseen, unheard, out of a black unknown. You are unready. A long week 
at work, dinner that was more wine than food, a card through the door from the postie that demand-
ed a trip to the Post Office. Trivial things. They have pummelled you, reduced you, harried you and 
harassed you. An inanimate onslaught, ceaseless as a rainstorm, composed of grit. Grit beneath the 
skin, grit in the brain. Thoughts clouded by a storm of grit. 

Now you are ready. Tired, dispirited, frustrated, tense as a wound up rubber band. Tight and ready 
to snap. No reason. Nervous. 

Your concentration is broken, piecemeal, scattered. You’ve no resolve to bring it back together. The 
glue of focus and direction has disappeared. 

It drained away, like water in the gutter, bearing away leaves like doomed boats to the edge of the 
world. 

Yet it was all there, you should have seen it coming. Little by little, day after day, time after time, 
the moment approached. You saw it. You recognised it. You failed to recognise it. You took no cue 
to action. You did nothing. Now it is here. The tin in your hands. Light in the hands. Nothing inside 
but fine black dust.   

Not one tea bag left.


